Effective image segmentation remains a challenging process as it constitutes a critical step to higher level image processing applications such as pattern recognition. In this paper,we present bio-inspired formulationto perform unsupervised image segmentation. Specifically,we used the Quantum PSO, the hybrid Gravitational PSO algorithm, a cooperative gravitational approach and the bees approach as powerful global classifiers to optimize the partition of image data into homogenous regions. The segmentation accuracy based on the bees' algorithm has the highest accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is one of the most important challenges encountered in automatic image processing and it is crucial for image understanding and analysis tointerpret its contents. Tremendous research has been devoted to image segmentation but remains an active research topic as it is the basic step in a wide range of applications such as medicine, Remote Sensing, content based image retrieval, object tracking….etc.
In general, image segmentation is a hard task which refers to automatic decision of homogenous regions. The output of image segmentation may be either homogenous regions or, detected contours or any other information which locates an object in object tracking applications.
Several segmentation algorithms are obtainable that can be classified into four groups [1] : Classification or thresholding, region-based segmentation, contour based segmentation and the hybrid approach which is a mixture of the two previous methods.
Classification is afrequently usedsolutionto achieveimage segmentation. Grey level, color and texture are the most extracted features for pixels classification. These features are used as the basis for a similarity measurement between image pixels. Classification methods can be divided in two families, according to whether they analyze the distribution of pixel colors or the coordinates of similar colors. However, theclassification methodsare most oftenapplied topixel values,regardless tothe spatial information.Some of recent works on pixel based image classification can be found in [2] , [3] , [4] .
The region-based segmentation can be divided in two types: region-growing and split and merge. Theregion growingalgorithmsstart from aset of seed regions, which can be foundautomaticallyorprovided by the user,the regionsthengrowby incorporating themost similarpixelsaccording to a givencriterion while splitandmerge algorithms are based on the principle of grouping similarpixels into homogenous regions and subdividing the heterogeneous regions until satisfying an homogeneity criterion.
Contour based methods such as deformable models andactive contours are used to detect regions of interest by placing contours betweenheterogeneous regions. The hybrid approach is a cooperation betweenregion andcontourbased segmentations and therefore to improveaccuracy [5] .
The concern of this paper is the use of efficient bio-inspired optimization algorithms for unsupervised colour image classification. Specifically we used quantum PSO, the gravitational search algorithm and the bees algorithm for color image segmentation, we have applied these methods to segment satellite as well as brain images and found the results very encouraging.
The originality of this work, mainly relates to image clustering in a distributed way based on new dynamics used to solve and judge the best quality of segmentation. The main motivation behind these new swarming optimization methods is to benefit from the parallel that allow using distributed agents over the search space in order to find the best solution, in addition swarming methods ensure minimal costs in accordance with maximum effectiveness.
The organization of thispaper is as follows. In section 1, the most prominent related works are provided. In section 2, the Quantum PSO, GSA, cooperative GSA-PSO and BA are explained, and then webegin by evokinghowunsupervisedimage segmentation issolvedthrough the aforementioned algorithms in sections 3, 4 and 5. Next, the obtained results with the suggested methods are shown and discussed in section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes with some final remarks.
Previous work
Abundant literature has been investigated by many authors on methods used for image segmentation such as thresholding based Models, Neural networks [6] , [7] ,Markov Random Field [8] , Multi-resolution [9] , Watershed and Wavelet models. An extensive review on these models for remotely sensed images can be found in [10] and for medical images can be found in [11] .
Recently, the use of optimization methods to improve image segmentation has been drastically increased. Various methods have been proposed for this purpose, many of them focus on the use of ant colony optimization and particle swarm optimization, and some of these are:
In the work presented in [12] , PSO, the Chaos Particle Swarm Optimization (CPSO) and artificial bees colony optimization (ABC) were used to find the optimal threshold of a 2-D histogram segmentation method. Experiments showed that the CPSO based approach has the best performance. In [13] , results indicated that ant colony optimization and PSO can improve the K-means and the simple competitive learning SCL algorithm for image segmentation. In [14] , the speed of the Fuzzy C-means (FCM) image segmentation was enhanced and its accuracy was improved based on PSO as FCM centers optimizer. This work [15] proved that the ABC-based image segmentation has the best results compared to K-means, FCM and PSO-based segmentation. This paper [16] proved the efficiency of particle swarm optimization (PSO) as a new multilevel thresholding method for image segmentation. In this work [17] , an ant colony-based edge detector has been suggested that combines a nonlinear contrast enhancement, called Multiscale Adaptive Gain, and the Ant Colony Optimization.
THE USED SEARCH ALGORITHMS
The interest of this work is the application of QPSO, GSA and the bees algorithm to image segmentation. Therefore the basic explanation of these methods is needed.
The Quantum Particle QPSO:
QPSO is a recently population based algorithm derived from quantum concepts to describe the movement of particles [18] , [19] . In PSO method, each particle has its own position and speed. Thus its trajectory into the search space is well defined using recursive equations described in [20] . Like PSO, in QPSO, particles are distributed over the search space searching for optima by updating the set of particles positions. The particularity of QPSO is that the evolution of the population is inspired by PSO and quantum mechanics theories to ensure better diversity. QPSO is based on the atom quantum model, where charged particles (electrons) do not follow a determined trajectory as in PSO method, but are randomly initialized around the best position found by the swarm of particles.
In quantum world, the particle trajectory could not be well defined, since its position and speed could not be observed at the same time due the uncertainty principle of quantum computing. Unlike PSO, the state of particles in QPSO is represented by a wavefunction ψ(x,t), that is the state of particles is probabilistic relying on the following quantum computing rules [21] , [22] :
Where:
is the position of i th particle for the d th dimension in the t th (iteration)
is the mean of the pbest positions of all particles for the j th dimension as explained in eq 2 β is a contraction-expansion parameter : This parameter controls the balance between exploration and exploitation. A great value of β(> 1) produces better exploration and a low value of β (< 1) implies low amplitude of movement and thus better exploitation.
u and k are uniformly distributed values within [0, 1] N represents the number of particles.
pi(t) is a local attractor position used to guarantee convergence as depicted in eq 3
Pbest and gbestare respectively the personal and global best positions, C 1 and C 2 : are respectively the cognitive and social factors.
Various other new and better versions of QPSO have been presented in the last few years such as the Gaussian QPSO [23] .
The gravitational search algorithm
Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) is one of the newest swarm based optimization algorithms [26] which relies on the Newtonian law of gravity and mass interaction. In this algorithm, potential solutions may be seen as distributed agents that have different masses. The movement of these agents is guided by the gravitational magnetism force between them; therefore, agents are attracted towards the agents with heavier masses, that is, towards good solutions [24] , [25] .
The GSA dynamic is as follows [27] , [29] :
This algorithm starts with random solutions Xi known as agents:
Where is the position of ithagent in the d thdimension.
The mass of each agent is evaluated based on its fitness fitness i (t), the best and the worst fitness values in the current iteration t as follows:
Based on the gravity law, the acting forces that apply the set of agentsj to an agent iare given by Equation6 [27] , [29] .
The agent acceleration derived from the motion law is given by (Equation (7)) where a slit modification has been suggested by Rashedi et al. [26] to allow better exploration and exploitation; this is by limiting the magnetic force to only the k best found agents [27] , [29] .
Equation (8) is used to compute the next velocity of agent i then equation (9) is applied to evaluate its next position.
Where ri and rj are two uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval [0,1] , andᶓis a small value. G(t), called the gravitational constant, is an exponentially or linearly decreased function. Dist ij (t) is the Euclidean distance between two agents iand j.
In our work, we used the hybrid GSA-PSO where some equations were modified as follows [28] :
Equations 4 &5 by:
Equation (7)by (12):
We have replaced the gravitational constant by an exponentially varying function that has as argument the distance between the kbest agents and the other agents to avoid local solutions.
and equations (8) and (9) by (13) and (14):
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We have applied the explained algorithmsto partition the set of image pixelsinto a predefined numberofregions, that is, how many regionsare desired (according toprevious knowledge in some applications).
In order to apply the aforementioned algorithms to image segmentation, we first need to specify what are agents, their positions and velocities. We also need to specify a suitable segmentation criterion. The term of agent refers to a potential solution that is a particle in QPSO, a bee in BA or an object in GSA-PSO. In this work, each region isrepresented by itsmean center; a potential solution is a set of centers (regions) selected in iterative way through QPSO, BA GSA-PSO or cooperative GSA-PSO.
A particle (an object) is a vector of k clusters centers which are randomly initialized as presented below:
Therefore,to find apartitionof pixels into Kclasses (regions) sothat pixels withinthe same regionare similar as possible and pixels belonging todifferent regions are dissimilar as possible, pixels are groupedbased on thesum of squared errors SSE criterion to measurethe regions homogeneity; the sum of squared errors is a widely used criterion for data clustering orunsupervised classification. Our algorithms consider each region center as independent entity then iteratively change their positions based on recursive equations and then efficiently select the most relevant regions centers accordingto the best found value of SSE as agents' fitness.
QPSO, BA GSA-PSO or cooperative GSA-PSO aims to select the set of centersminimizing the SSE criterion given by eq (15) Where M: is the number of centers N: is the number of pixels per class i C : are centers of classes
Within the framework of color image segmentation, the used features are pixel colors, thus, each pixel is represented by its three component colors in the RGB space. In order to construct the segmented image, the regions are labeled with the label of their relevant centers distinguished by (dis) similarity through the used SSE homogeneity criterion. The best solution is the centers of clusters representing the most differentiating colorimetric features giving the minimal value of the SSE criterion thanks to the aforementioned optimization methods.
The proposed algorithms are summarized below:
The Quantum PSO for image segmentation
Initialize a random population of particles: each particle is a set of random clusters centers in image space
For a number of iterations do {For each particle do {Assign each pixel to the nearest center & evaluate the particle fitness.
Save the personal best (pbest) positions.
Save the global best (gbest)}
Compute the mean best (Mbest) using eq 2
For each particle do {Update particles positions through eqs 1}}
Show image partition based on pixels labeling to their nearest best centers
The Gravitational Search Algorithm for image segmentation
Initialize a set of S agents with random positions in image space and random velocities For a number of iterations do {For each agent do {Assign each pixel to the nearest agent center & evaluate its fitness through eq (15) Evaluate its mass eq (10) and (11) Compute its acceleration eq (12) Update its velocity eq (13) Update its position eq (14) }} Show image partition based on pixels labeling to their nearest best centers
The cooperative GSAPSO for image segmentation
Image segmentation using the Cooperative GSA-PSO is basically inspired by the work of [30] used to functionoptimization but applied here to color image segmentation. In general, one classifier for a multidimensional problem such as color image segmentation delivers a weak decision on pixels classification, to obtain higher accuracy in terms of regions homogeneity, it is possible to fusion the complimentary decisions which can exist between different color spaces. For that, we combine the obtained decisions of three GSA-PSO based classifiers where each one searches for the best sub-solution in a specific color space in cooperation with the other sub-solutions. This would have intense research in agents' evolution.
This approach consists of three GSA-PSO classifiers where each of them searches for the best sub-solution in a specific color space; these classifiers can be viewed as dissimilar species evolving together in order to solve image segmentation through co-evolution. The fitness of each species is a dependent measure which is computed based on its cooperation with randomly chosen agents from the other species and/or their best found ones to construct a complete solution following the dynamic bellow:
Initialize a population of complete solutions (three color centers)
Apply the GSA-PSO algorithm to find the best complete solution and then send its sub-solutions to the relevant species to evaluate their quality against random sub-solutions in the other color spaces as follows
Initialize three species (populations) with a known number of centers in the three color spaces (RGB).
For a number of iterations do
{For each species (R, G or B) do {Combine the relevant best found sub-solution, as described above, with sub-solutions in the other color spaces (these subsolutions are considered as collaborators in the relevant color space).
Evaluate its fitness using the SSE (15) Save the best found complete solution
Apply the GSA-PSO to evolve collaborators' positions in the related colour space}}.
Show the best found complete solution
The Bees based approach
The Bees Algorithm is an effective bio-inspired algorithm which imitates the foraging behavior of honey bees. The key idea of this algorithm is to accomplish a neighborhood search in accordance with a random search for better exploitation and exploration of the search space. So, a part of bees are specified for searching in the neighborhood of best sites and the rest are designed for random search seeing for better flower sites [31] , [32] .
The bees algorithm for color image segmentation is as follows [33] :
Bees initialization: a bee is a number of random centers chosen from image space For P= 1:NumberOfscouts do {Assign each pixel to the nearest center& evaluate the scout quality using eq (15) Perform an ascending order of scout solutions to determine the elite and site bees} 
Experiments
To assess the performance quality, many types of images were tested such as remotely sensed and medical images. Results are illustrated in detail and compared.
The initial values of needed parameters are as follows: As these results show, bio inspired algorithms perform well in image segmentation, the Quantum PSO based method provides better results than GSA-PSO and Cooperative GSA-PSO. The two previous methods produce lower accuracy than the bees' algorithm based segmentation; its improvement is due to the larger search space provided by the neighborhood search strategy in joint with randomness. Thus, the bees' algorithm is a simple and effective tool forunsupervised image segmentation.
Conclusion
In this paper, the main issues of unsupervised image classification have been addressed, including color clustering and cooperative classifiers. The proposed segmentation algorithms provide a solution for both grey level and color images.During this study, different swarming based optimization methods have been applied to benefit from their inherited parallelism and thus to achieve effective image segmentation. These algorithms are the quantum PSO, the hybrid PSO and gravitational search algorithm, the cooperative GSA-PSO and the bees algorithm. Using these processes, it is possible to circumvent local optima and thus to enhance segmentation quality. Experiments proved that the suggested QPSO based method efficiently outperforms the hybrid GSA-PSO based approach and the cooperative GSA-PSO, The BA based image segmentation is able to achieve the best results. These algorithms can be used to improve wider range of image segmentation algorithms such as Markov Random Field based segmentation, Self-organized maps and multi-resolution.
